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Abstract Posttranscriptional gene regulation by small

RNAs (15–40-nucleotide noncoding RNAs) is now estab-

lished as an important branch of the gene regulatory sys-

tem. It has recently been revealed that noncoding RNAs

can be categorized into different types and that they work

through novel mechanisms. In addition, it has been shown

that noncoding RNAs mediate intercellular communication

and, importantly, that cross talk between coding and non-

coding RNAs occurs. In this review, we discuss the recent

findings concerning small RNAs. It was originally pro-

posed that microRNAs (miRNAs) work to ‘‘fine tune’’ the

determination of cell fate. However, critical functions

beyond fine tuning have been revealed. In addition to

miRNAs, next-generation sequencing has revealed the

existence of various species of non-canonical small RNAs:

mirtrons, piRNAs, 21U-RNA, endo-siRNAs, snoRNAs,

usRNAs, and Y-RNA-derived small RNAs. Some of these

species are involved in response to viral infection. Finally,

we highlight the intracellular functions of small RNAs,

which involve the exosomes.
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microRNAs as fine tuners of hematopoiesis

It is well known that transcription factors are one of the

critical determinants of cell fate (Table 1). In hematopoi-

esis, a variety of transcription factors [1–4] and epigenetic

regulators [5–9] have been identified as master regulators/

genes for each hematopoietic cell lineage. Recently, many

researchers have focused on microRNAs (miRNAs) as

modulators—so-called fine tuners—of the expression of

various genes, including transcription factors, during cell

differentiation. miRNAs are a class of noncoding small

RNAs that posttranscriptionally regulate gene expression.

Single miRNA species regulate the expression of various

target mRNAs by suppressing translation or stabilizing the

mRNA.

miR-150 is one of the most documented miRNAs

involved in the development of megakaryocytes and

erythrocytes. The concentration of the transcription

factor Myb in megakaryocyte–erythrocyte precursor

cells critically affects the miRNA’s fate [10]. Abundant

Myb promotes growth toward the erythrocyte lineage,

whereas lower expression levels lead to megakaryocyte

development [10]. Myb is an evolutionally conserved

target of miR-150 [11, 12]. By regulating the amount of

Myb in precursor cells, miR-150 directs them toward the

megakaryocyte lineage [11]. miR-150 has also been

reported to regulate the development of B cells;

expansions of B-1 cells were observed in miR-150-

deficient mice [12]. Conversely, miR-150 overexpression

impaired transition of pro-B cells to the pre-B stage,

similarly to that observed in the heterozygous Myb

mutated mouse [12]. These observations point toward an

important role of miR-150 as a regulator of cell dif-

ferentiation via the maintenance of Myb expression at

its optimal level.
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Other miRNAs have been widely observed to perform

multiple tasks in various cell lineages. miR-181a has been

reported to promote the expression of B and natural killer

(NK) cell genes [13, 14]. In T-lymphopoiesis, miR-181a

affects selection of the T cell repertoire by modulating the

intensity of signaling via T cell receptors [15, 16]. More

recently, miR-181a has been reported to have a function in

NKT cells [17, 18].

miR-146a is a multifunctional miRNA involved in

hematopoiesis. The expression of miR-146a is high in

hematopoietic stem/precursor cells and myeloid precursor

cells [19]. Enforced expression of miR-146a in hemato-

poietic stem cells (HSCs) facilitates myelopoiesis, which is

accompanied by a reduction in lymphoid and erythroid

differentiation [19]. At a later stage, miR-146a promotes

the development of peritoneal macrophages [20]. Megak-

aryocytopoiesis is also under the control of miR-146a.

Enforced expression of miR-146a suppresses the ability of

hematopoietic precursor cells (HPCs) to give rise to mature

megakaryocytes, and the antagonism of miR-146a results

in the upregulation of megakaryocyte-related genes [20].

Moreover, miR-146a was first reported as a key factor

modulating the innate immune response. Fas is a direct

target of miR-146a. Therefore, Fas suppression by miR-

146a represents a major etiological factor for pathological

manifestation of human autoimmune lymphoproliferative

syndrome (ALPS). This downregulation pattern suggests a

binary off-switch to decrease the Fas expression in GC B

cells. Moreover, miR-146a functions as a robust ‘‘brake’’

during the inflammation and adoptive immune responses.

miR-146 is abundantly present in various different lym-

phocytes subsets such as Tfh, Treg and germinal center B

cells [21].

Co-operative regulation of the differentiation of single

cell lineages by multiple miRNAs is usually observed. In

addition to miR-181a and miR-150, the miR-17–92 cluster

[22], miR-34a [23] and miR-125 [24] have also been

reported in B-lymphopoiesis. miR-181a and the miR-

17–92 cluster were reported to be positive regulators of

B-lymphopoiesis, whereas miR-34a, miR-150, and miR-

125 negatively regulate the generation of B cells. miR-

125b binds to the B lymphocyte-induced maturation pro-

tein-1 (BLIMP-1) and IFN regulatory protein-4 (IRF-4)

transcription factors and regulates plasma cell differentia-

tion [25] and overexpression of miR-125b protected pre-BI

and leukemic B cell lines from apoptosis [26]. The miR-

17–92 cluster consists of six miRNAs and plays a role in

the transition of pro-B to pre-B cells. Downregulation of a

pro-apoptotic gene, Bim, by miR-17–92 has been suggested

to regulate apoptosis of pro-B cells at this checkpoint. At

the same transition point, miR-34a modulates Foxp1

expression. Foxp1 is a transcription factor that is highly

expressed in diffuse large B lymphoma and is essential for

B-lymphopoiesis [27]. Lack of Foxp1 leads to a defect in B

cell differentiation, and overexpression of miR-34a in

bone-marrow cells mimics Foxp1 deficiency.

MiRNAs are involved in the control of HSC quiescence

[28, 29] and activation. MiR-126, which is highly expres-

sed in HSCs and early hematopoietic progenitors, plays a

pivotal role in restraining cell-cycle progression of HSCs

in vitro and in vivo. miR-126 knockdown, using lentiviral

sponges, increased HSC proliferation without inducing

exhaustion, resulting in expansion of mouse and human

long-term repopulating HSCs. Conversely, enforced miR-

126 expression impairs cell-cycle entry, leading to pro-

gressively reduced hematopoietic contribution. In HSCs/

early progenitors, miR-126 regulates multiple targets

within the PI3 K/AKT/GSK3b pathway, attenuating signal

transduction in response to extrinsic signals. These data

establish that miR-126 sets are a threshold for HSC acti-

vation and therefore governs HSC pool size, demonstrating

the importance of miRNAs in the control of HSC function

[30].

microRNAs as more than fine tuners of hematopoiesis

At the end of this section, we propose that miRNAs might

act as on/off switches rather than fine tuners in some cases.

E12/E47 (E2A), early B cell factor 1 (EBF1), and PAX5

are critical transcription factors in B-lymphopoiesis. EBF1

Table 1 miRNA in hematopoiesis

miRNA Affected

lineage

Regulation Target Ref.

miR-150 Megakaryocyte Positive Myb [10]

Erythrocyte Negative

B cell Negative Myb [12]

B-1 cell Negative

miR-181a B cell Positive – [13]

NK cell Positive Nlk [14]

T cell – Shp-2,

Ptpn22

[15, 16]

NKT cell – Shp-2,

Ptpn22

[17, 18]

miR-146a Myeloid cell Positive Traf6, Irak1 [19]

Erythrocyte Negative

Lymphocyte Negative

Peritoneal

macrophage

Positive Cxcr4 [20]

Megakaryocyte Negative

miR-17–92 B cell Positive Bim [22]

miR-34a B cell Negative Foxp1 [23]

miR-125 B cell Negative Lin28a,

Blimp1, Irf4

[24–26]
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is indispensable for development of the B cell lineage

(Fig. 1) [27, 31]. Deletion of either of EBF1, E2A, or PAX5

impairs B-lymphopoiesis at the stage of commitment. The

suppression of B-lymphopoiesis caused by the absence of

E2A can be countered by the expression of EBF, but not by

that of PAX5. The impairment caused by the absence of

PAX5 can be partially overcome by EBF, but not by that of

E2A, while the impairment caused by the deficiency of

EBF can be countered by neither E2A nor PAX5 expres-

sion, indicating that EBF is the most important transcrip-

tion factor required for development of the B cell lineage.

Recently, we reported that miR-126 drives MLL-AF4

acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) cells, exhibiting both

myeloid and B cell surface markers, toward B cells without

any upregulation of EBF1, E2A, or PAX5 [32]. MiR-126

also increases B cell differentiation of normal HPCs, and

this function was prominently observed in the uncommitted

HPCs lineage (ckit? Sca1? cells), indicating that miR-126

is involved in cell fate determination, but not in B cell

commitment. These results suggest that miRNAs can

induce B cell commitment independently of critical tran-

scription factors, such as EBF1, E2A, and PAX5. Using

miR-126, we partially recovered the potential for differ-

entiation along the B cell lineage in HPCs lacking EBF1

(Fig. 2). These findings suggest that miRNAs might be

capable of inducing cell differentiation via a transcription

factor-independent pathway, which means that miRNAs

function as more than fine tuners in cell fate determination,

at least in B cell lineage commitment. Moreover, the

observed function of miR-126 as an inducer of differenti-

ation suggests that miR-126 might be a promising thera-

peutic target. In acute leukemia, inhibition of

differentiation caused by deregulation of transcription

factors is assumed to be a critical factor for the develop-

ment of leukemia [33–36]. MiR-126 might restore function

and be a potential agent for differentiation induction ther-

apy for ALL. Thus, further studies are needed to evaluate

its potential as a differentiation inducer.

Non-canonical small RNAs and viral infection

Recent innovations in sequencing technology have brought

the discovery of small noncoding RNAs, including miR-

NAs, mirtrons, piRNAs, 21U-RNA, endo-siRNAs, snoR-

NAs, usRNAs [37] and Y-RNA-derived small RNAs [38],

which appear to be involved in many critical biological

processes (Fig. 3).

Mirtrons are miRNAs that regulate RNA via a multistep

process involving intron splicing and debranching, exo-

some-mediated trimming of the 3-tail, and dicing. Mirtrons

can be further categorized [39, 40] into typical mirtrons,

which are derived from the whole regions of short introns,

and tailed mirtrons, which are generated from end regions

of longer introns [41, 42]. Mammalian studies have iden-

tified three well-conserved mirtrons. The most prominent

example is miR-877, a typical mirtron whose miRNA and

miRNA sequences reside near the exon/intron boundaries.

In the hematopoietic system, the mirtron miR-1,233 was

detected in childhood ALL [38].

In contrast to miRNAs, endo-siRNAs are derived from

long double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) in the form of

annealed natural antisense transcripts (NATs) or long

hairpin RNAs (hp-RNAs). Processing of long dsRNAs is

directly performed by Dicer to consecutively produce

multiple siRNAs. Diverse sources of dsRNA have been

identified in animals and plants. Multiple species of 21–22-

Fig. 1 In Ebf1-deficient mice, the development of B cells is

impaired. Induced expressions of various B cell-related genes by

miR-126 transduction suggest the potential for B cell lineage is

partially rescued by miR-126 in Ebf1-/- HPCs

Fig. 2 a miR-126 constructed on retroviral vector carrying rat CD2

was transduced into Ebf1-/- HPCs. Cells were cultured for 4 weeks,

and the expressions of B220 and CD19 were evaluated by flow-

cytometry on every other week. b Expressions of E2A, Pax5, CD79a,

CD79b, Rag1, Rag2, Vpreb1 and Igll1 in empty (Ctrl.) or miR-126

vector-transduced cells were determined by Agilent gene expression

arrays
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nucleotide endo-siRNAs can be generated via the sequen-

tial cleavage activity of Dicer along a long hairpin.

Although miRNAs are widely expressed in various cells

and tissues, currently endo-siRNAs have only been repor-

ted in mouse stem cells and oocytes [41, 43–45].

PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) are derived from

transcripts of piRNA loci, processed by PIWI family pro-

teins, which suppress target gene transcription via meth-

ylation of retrotransposons [46, 47]. piRNAs that modulate

spermatogenesis in mammals, piRNA-like repeat-associ-

ated siRNAs that regulate chromatin structure of retro-

transposons in insect germ lines, transcription start-site-

associated RNAs (TSSa-RNAs), and the functionally

uncharacterized piRNA-like 21U-RNAs harboring 5-ure-

dines were discovered in worms [48–51]. Another type of

non-canonical small RNA originates from small nucleolar

RNAs (snoRNAs) through their internal hairpin-shaped

folding structures [52]. Processing of snoRNA-derived

hairpins gives rise to Dicer-dependent but Drosha/Dgcr8-

independent miRNAs. Besides snoRNAs, transfer RNA

(tRNA) transcripts might also fold into alternative hairpin

structures, on which Dicer exerts cleavage activities with-

out the processing of Drosha/Dgcr8 [41]. Other non-

canonical small RNAs arise from endogenous short hairpin

RNAs (shRNAs), from which transcripts originating from

unannotated, intergenic regions can serve as Dicer sub-

strates upon transcription. In the processing of miR-451,

which is highly expressed in erythrocytes, miRNA bio-

genesis depends on Drosha, but bypasses Dicer processing

where Argonaute (AGO)-containing RNA-induced silenc-

ing complex (RISC) substitutes Dicer for the processing of

pre-miRNAs [53–55].

Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpes virus K12-1 miRNA

(23 bases) associates with a distinct, unusually small RNA

(usRNA; 17 bases) that can effectively downregulate a

K12-1 miRNA target, human RAD21, suggesting that sta-

ble degradation-like products might also contribute to gene

regulation [56]. usRNAs are shorter than canonical miR-

NAs. A subset of miRNAs produces usRNAs specifically

from their 5-ends, which are also associated with Ago

proteins and manifest a stronger preference for Ago2 than

for Ago1. miRNA-derived usRNAs are found in JC virus

(miR-J1) and Huh7 cells (miR-122) [57, 58]. Cumula-

tively, miRNA-derived usRNAs might also contribute to

gene regulation. In addition to miRNA-derived usRNAs,

15–18-base non-miRNA-derived usRNAs have been

found, which harbor motifs that are both over-represented

and highly preferred at precise locations on their 3 ends

[56]. Intriguingly, all three position-specific motifs that are

overrepresented in usRNAs and the motif detected in Ago-

associated 15–18-base RNAs are C-riched. The absence of

such motifs in the large class of TSSa-RNAs and piRNAs

suggests that these motifs do not simply increase the sta-

bility (e.g., exonuclease resistance) of RNA transcripts.

Independent detection of similar motifs in Ago-associated

non-miRNA-derived usRNAs further highlights the

importance of such motifs.

Y-RNA-derived miRNA was detected in a virus-infec-

ted cell. The expression of Y-RNA-derived has-miR-1975

and has-miR-1979 was significantly upregulated in

enterovirus 71 (EV71)-infected Hep2 (human epidermal

carcinoma) cells, which cause hand, foot, and mouth dis-

ease (HFMD) [59]. These non-canonical small RNAs were

also upregulated in adenovirus type 3 (AD3)-infected Hep2

cells. These studies suggest that the two Y-RNA-derived

small RNAs are involved in virus infection [60].

miRNAs and siRNAs are incorporated into the multi-

protein RISC, exerting posttranscriptional repression of

target mRNAs. In lower organisms, the siRNA and miRNA

pathways diverge, in part due to sorting mechanisms that

Fig. 3 Cell-to-cell communication with exosomes: a when some

kinds of tumor cells are activated by stimulation and so on, exosomes

which contain microRNAs are secreted from activated tumor cells.

The exosomes are taken by non-tumor cells like macrophages.

b MicroRNAs transferred through exosomes can induce

inflammation, cell-proliferation and so on in donor cells. In some

cases, the secretion of exosomes is dysregulated and chronic

inflammation is induced in non-tumor cells. The abnormal non-tumor

cells accelerate proliferation of tumor cells
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direct distinct small RNA duplexes into specific Ago-RISCs

[61, 62]. However, such sorting mechanisms appear to be

lost in mammals. Ago1–4 appear to be indistinguishable for

miRNAs, whereas Ago1 and Ago2 are preferred by siR-

NAs. By contrast, influenza-A-virus-infected Ago1 and

Ago3 double-knockout mice exhibited increased mortality,

consistent with more severe alveolitis and pneumonitis,

indicating that optimal resistance to influenza requires

Ago1 and/or Ago3 [63]. Enhanced mortality of double-

knockout mice was associated with neither increased viral

replication nor differential pulmonary recruitment or func-

tion of innate and adaptive immune cells; it remains to be

shown whether its function includes the RNA interference,

which targets the virus-coding RNAs. Experiments showed

that Ago1–4 appear to be indistinguishable for miRNAs, but

distinct for other small RNAs.

Recently, we found small RNAs preferentially associ-

ated with Ago1 in Epstein–Barr virus (EBV)-infected cells.

Interestingly, the unique reads were aligned on transfer

RNAs, mitochondrial transfer RNAs, 5S ribosomal RNA,

snoRNAs, and snRNAs. We named this family of small

RNAs preferentially associated with Ago1, Agotaxis small

RNAs (Agotaxis sRNAs; ASRs). Quantitative PCR ana-

lysis revealed that the Agotaxis sRNAs were expressed not

only in EBV-positive cell lines, but also in EBV-negative

cells, suggesting that the Agotaxis sRNAs are expressed

regardless of EBV infection. However, the Agotaxis

sRNAs were dramatically upregulated in EBV lytic infec-

tion. Moreover, when we knocked down Ago1 at this

phase, Agotaxis sRNAs were reduced. In addition, apop-

tosis, which is the terminal phase of lytic infection, was

upregulated. These results indicate that upregulation of

Agotaxis sRNAs is dependent on AGO1 and suppresses

apoptosis. Agotaxis sRNAs might have crucial functions

through the posttranscriptional regulation of target genes to

prevent the lytic infection from ‘‘overactivation’’.

Secreted miRNAs are novel intracellular

communicators

Multicellular organisms require cell-to-cell communication

for appropriate development and to maintain homeostasis,

among other things. Classic cell-to-cell communication can

be mediated by cell junctions, adhesion contacts, or soluble

messengers [64]. The soluble factors include hormones,

cytokines, and chemokines that bind to specialized recep-

tors expressed on the surface of target cells. In addition to

the well-studied signaling pathways, many other mecha-

nisms of intercellular communication have now been pro-

posed, including secreted miRNAs [65].

There are two pathways for active secretion of miR-

NAs—exosome-dependent and RNA-binding-protein-

associated pathways [66]. Exosomes are small secreted

vesicles with a diameter of 30–100 nm and contain a var-

iable spectrum of parental cell molecules, including RNAs,

proteins, and lipids [67]. Cell recognition molecules on

exosome surfaces or specific receptors on recipient cell

membranes could allow specificity in exosome uptake [68].

Interestingly, miRNA packaging occurs non-randomly, and

specific miRNA populations are preferentially sorted into

exosomes. Valadi et al. and Skog et al. [68, 69] showed that

certain miRNAs were present dominantly or at higher

levels in exosomes than in the donor cells. Furthermore,

Zomer et al. [70] discovered that purified exosomes contain

functional miRNAs and small RNAs, but detected little

mRNA. They speculate that exosomes are specialized in

carrying small RNA including the 22–25-nucleotide regu-

latory miRNAs. In addition to miRNA secretion, many

researchers have also demonstrated uptake of secreted

miRNAs by recipient cells and their physiological effects

[66]. Therefore, secreted miRNAs represent a newly dis-

covered mechanism by which donor cells can influence the

gene expression of recipient cells.

Recent studies revealed that horizontal transfer of ex-

osomal miR-210 from metastatic cancer cells could mod-

ulate the microenvironmental endothelial cells for the

benefit of the cancer cells, which contributed to cancer

metastasis. Preventing the expression of nSMase2, which

regulates exosomal miRNA secretion, in metastatic cancer

cells abrogates the metastatic ability of cancer cells to

target lung tissues, whereas reconstitution via the admin-

istration of exosomes isolated from metastatic cancer cells

rescued this phenomenon. In this context, the number of

endothelial cells in inoculated tumors was proportional to

the expression level of nSMase2 in cancer cells. In fact,

exosomes derived from a metastatic cancer cell line

enhanced the capillary formation and migration of endo-

thelial cells in vitro. Interestingly, the expression profiles of

exosomal miRNAs obtained from metastatic cancer cells

demonstrated that a set of angiogenic miRNAs were highly

concentrated in these exosomes. One of them, miR-210,

enhanced angiogenesis through the suppression of specific

target genes. These results revealed that cancer cells pro-

vide nSMase2-regulated exosomal miRNAs to endothelial

cells to promote their metastatic initiation efficiency.

EBV is the first known virus to encode miRNAs, and 44

mature EBV-miRNAs have been reported [71]. EBV gen-

erates a variety of miRNAs by processing the BHRF1 and

BamHI A rightward (BART) transcripts [72]. EBV-miR-

NAs can regulate viral and cellular targets, and they gen-

erally target host transcripts during latent infection [73].

For example, EBV-miR-BART15-3p targets baculovirus

inhibitor of apoptosis repeat-containing ubiquitin-conju-

gating enzyme (BRUCE) [72]. Choi et al. suggested that

EBV-miR-BART15-3p can induce apoptosis partially by
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inhibiting the translation of the apoptosis inhibitor

BRUCE. Moreover, some EBV-miRNAs share seed

sequence homology with endogenous miRNAs. For

example, EBV-miR-BART5 and EBV-miR-BART1-3p

share similarity with endogenous miR-18 and miR-29a/b,

respectively [74, 75]. BART miRNAs are expressed in all

cells latently infected with EBV; however, the functions of

most BART miRNAs remain unknown.

EBV-miRNAs are abundantly expressed in EBV-associ-

ated tumors, such as diffuse large B cell lymphoma

(DLBCL) and nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) [76].

Importantly, EBV-miRNAs secreted by EBV-infected cells

are transferred to, and act in, uninfected recipient cells

through exosomes [77]. Pegtel et al. reported that these

EBV-miRNAs repressed the confirmed target gene chemo-

kine (C-X-C motif) ligand 11 (CXCL11), a small chemokine

belonging to the CXC chemokine family, which interacted

with the cell surface chemokine receptor CXCR3 and

induced a chemotactic response in activated T cells [77, 78].

Two other studies also reported that exosomes released

from EBV-positive NPC cell lines contain viral miRNAs

[76, 79]. Moreover, Zomer et al. [70] detected EBV-miR-

NAs in non-infected cells in the peripheral blood of

patients that include monocytes and T cells. These studies

reveal that miRNAs secreted by EBV-infected cells can be

transferred to uninfected recipient cells and silence

immunoregulatory genes in the recipient cells.

The elucidation of this novel information transfer sys-

tem will be important in understanding many biological

processes including development, immune response, and

tumorigenesis [66]. The miRNA composition in secreted

exosomes might reflect molecular changes in donor cells

and therefore may provide diagnostic information and aid

in therapeutic decisions for cancer patients.
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